Phase 3 focuses on knowledge use and transferat the individualand organizational levels in the academic sector of the aerospace community.
Faced with shrinking enrollments, particularly at the graduate level, university aerospace programs must find ways to maintain the talentpool that will advance aerospace technologicaldevelopment and guarantee U.S. competitiveness. The librarians were also asked to rate NASA technical reports on a variety of selected characteristics. Figure  8 lists the same characteristics as described in figure  7 and uses a similar five-point scale.
Overall, the librarians gave NASA technical reports the highest rating on technical quality. Of the characteristics described in figure  8 , only timeliness had fewer than 60 percent of the librarians rate it highly.
The ratings the librarians gave are ordered similarly to the ratings they used in figure 7 figure  3 ) and the interaction between the formal and informal parts of the system. It is assumedthat information intermediariesplay an important role as linking agentsbetween the two parts of the system. However, the absenseof defensible methodological studiesprevents the validation of this hypothesis. Nevertheless, this is an area that should be subjected to further investigation.
Data from Phase2 of the NASA/DoD AerospaceKnowledge ResearchProject will be used to help establishthe validity of this assumption. The preliminary data reveals some interestingpoints. The major of governmentand industry aerospacelibraries are operatedas cost centersand are funded as overheadoperations. This helps to support Bikson's, et al., (1984) claim that knowledge transfer and utilization are not integral part of the R&D process.
In a broader sense,it appearsthat aerospacelibrarians in governmentand industry may have a good "sense"of the information-seekinghabits, practices,and preferencesof U.S. aerospaceengineersand scientists. Their assessment of how U.S. aerospace engineersand scientistsrate NASA technicalreportsclosely matches that provided by the researchstaff. Further,their reasonsfor library nonuseby the research staff also closely match those provided by U.S. aerospaceengineersand scientists. Thesefindings will be subjectedto further analysis.
